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Uncontested Divorce

When both members of a couple agree to divorce, filing for an uncontested divorce can save time and money through

streamlined court procedures. Though more complicated divorces may fall outside a states uncontested divorce parame-

ters, when both sides of the couple are infor med and agree to the big issues in most divorces child custody and support

arrangements, proper ty distr ibution and spousal support uncontested divorce can save much time and money.

Eligibility for Uncontested Divorce

Uncontested divorces are generally available to couples who have no remaining disagreements regarding the basic

divorce issues: child-custody, proper ty division and spousal support. Like a contested divorce, an uncontested divorce

begins by one side filing for divorce. Uncontested divorces usually have streamlined paperwor k, in which property and

child custody infor mation is filed, along with a statement of the grounds for divorce.

If the other side agrees to the uncontested divorce, or fails to make an appearance, it can be granted by the court. If the

other spouse does not agree and makes the necessary cour t filings, an uncontested divorce cannot be granted.

Benefits of Uncontested Divorce

One primar y benefit of uncontested divorce is the savings in divorce costs. While attorney representation will often be

advisable even in an uncontested divorce, the streamlined procedure includes lowered court costs, as well in lowered

attor ney bills.

Uncontested divorce also allows many couples to get their divorce granted more quickly than in a contested divorce. With

fe wer proceedings and less legal wrangling, uncontested divorce allows couples to more quickly move on with their lives.

Though divorce of any sor t often involves some conflict, proceeding with an uncontested divorce can lower the amount of

conflict between the parting spouses by simply offer ing fe wer opportunities for conflict to arise. With few er demands for

infor mation going back and for th, and few er proceedings to resolve disputed elements of the divorce, conflict between the

soon-to-be exes can be minimized.

Unless filed under seal (which is not easy), infor mation made part of a divorce proceeding becomes open to the public.

This means that not only personal infor mation one side alleges about the other, but also financial and other private infor-

mation become matters of public record. In an uncontested divorce, there is simply less infor mation filed with the court to

go into the public record. This can allow spouses who agree to an uncontested divorce to minimize the amount of private

infor mation made public.

Disadvantages to Uncontested Divorce

Couples who have children, complex or disputed property arrangements, or potential disagreement as to spousal should

strongly weigh whether uncontested divorce is appropriate. The tradeoff for simplicity and cost saving through uncon-

tested divorce comes at the expense of being able to satisfactor ily deter mine complicated custody decisions, as well as

complex proper ty distr ibutions or spousal support arrangements.

Couples with children must make additional filings regarding the childs custody if pursuing an uncontested divorce. The

uncontested divorce procedure in some states is not available when the couple has a child. The importance of legal reso-

lution of child custody issues calls for the more detailed procedures available in a regular divorce.

The issues involved in a divorce are enormous from who will raise children to how a couples property will be divided. An

exper ienced divorce attorney can help not only get the best results for you, but also help you find the most cost effective

path to divorce.
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